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In addition to the real-life player data, EA SPORTS Football Club’s
enhanced player intelligence allows players to become aware of
their own physical abilities and tendencies in high pressure
scenarios. HyperMotion technology also includes new tools to allow
players to analyze their performance and improve their game as
well as new camera angle options in FIFA Ultimate Team. “We’ve
also improved AI and gameplay intelligence to make the
competition, tactics and strategies you create more believable and
exciting,” said Matt Bilbey, Lead gameplay designer for FIFA
Ultimate Team. “And now you can simply and intuitively adjust your
player movements and tactics to adapt to match conditions,
whether you’re headed to a stadium, a training pitch, or wherever.”
ENHANCED INTELLIGENCE AND AI Using data from historic match
reports from real-life games, players are able to understand the
tactical and technical aspects of the game. In FIFA 22, there are
eight methods available to test your tactics and strategies: Cross-
Team communication: Analyze your chosen tactics and strategies
by communicating with your teammates on the pitch during an
actual game and see how they react to your tactics. Learn from
experience: Test your tactics and strategies on the virtual pitch and
see how they perform against real opposition. Use the editor:
Gather data from your game play matches and use it to test your
tactics and strategies in your game. Create tactics: Use the intuitive
editor to craft your own tactics from scratch. Compare tactics:
Compare tactics from real-life matches with your own tactics. Watch
it happen: Simulate your tactics and strategies on a pitch and watch
how it plays out. Analyse your tactics: Analyze your game play
tactics and see how your opponents reacted and adjust your tactics
accordingly. Test your tactics: Test your tactics against the system
and see if it will perform optimally against real opposition. In
addition, all players now have a presence in the strategic
management mode as well as new coaching feedback in FIFA
Ultimate Team. Players can now create and test their own tactics
and strategies on the move during a match, including co-op and
counter-coaching. COACHING FEEDBACK AND MANAGEMENT In FIFA
22, coaching feedback has been enhanced to help players develop
their tactical awareness. Players can analyse the strategies of
opponents and analyse their

Features Key:

All-new ways to play In FIFA 22, redefine your ideas of
gameplay – with a new dribbling system, more dribbles,
more headers, more on-the-ball actions, key passes, and
more – then master a refreshed player dribbling mechanic to
create a more rhythmical, precise, and intense experience. 
FIFA 22 introduces new ways to play:
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Gameplay in 360 degrees
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